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It can even be said that the whole world is quiet!

Countless people’s ears perked up just to hear this number!

Just for a shocking moment!

Even the forces behind the War Eagle Nation who were indifferent to this, as well
as Daxia’s Demon Suppression Division, began to pay attention.

Who doesn’t want to join in the heat?

Who doesn’t want to know how many gods there are in the Siberian Union?

Not to mention others!

It’s all crazy!

People are about to explode!
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The whole world is waiting for this moment!

Although I know a lot, I still want to know the specific numbers.

Not only other people, but everyone in War Bear Nation wants to know.

For this moment, they held back last night.

Although the data has already been calculated!

But they won’t let anyone say it!

They persisted till this moment!
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To witness history!

Until now.

The numbers are finally out!

The Hydra people even supported each other, waiting for this moment.

For the Siberian Union to come this far, they are also a big contributor.

And it’s all about them!

It can even be related to their life and death!

So they were eager to hear that terrible number more than anyone else!

nervous!

asphyxia!

Unable to withstand this pressure, people fainted one after another.

Those old guys gave blood to their heads and fainted one by one.

I can’t stand it!

Even the two doctors in the dark felt that their hearts and brains were extremely
congested, and they were about to explode.

Not to mention others.

Those who are not in good health, it is estimated that during the waiting process,
they hang up because they are too excited to suffocate.

Mainly because the moment is so exciting!

Levi Garrison was of course also happy, he didn’t directly kill or stop the Titan
God of War.

He just looked like that.

He is also curious about the specific numbers!

He also wanted to know how many people he was going to kill.

It is better to have specific data.



I can also talk about bragging chat in the future.

Howmany gods did I kill in that battle?

Therefore, he did not interrupt these people, otherwise if there were few gods,
he would have killed them long ago.

Where can they make so much nonsense!

The Titan God of War saw that the atmosphere was in place, and he couldn’t help
shouting: “Next, you will all witness history!!!”

This gets everyone excited!

Such a history may only happen once in this life.

Everyone in the audience is staring at the Titan God of War, and it can even be
said that the whole world is waiting for this moment! ! !

Everyone held their breaths, not breathing at all.

Everyone almost suffocated!

More people fainted or even passed out.

One by one, people kept falling.

It’s just that everyone can’t manage that much anymore.

“Then I will announce the specific number of gods!”

“After an overnight check, the Siberian Union has a total of 573,837 gods!!!”

The Titan God of War announced loudly.

This time he was completely hoarse!

Do your best to read this number!

Come and create this historic moment!

This sound is like a big bell and spreads all over the Siberian plateau!

As if to penetrate everything and walk around every corner.

Crazy bombing all over the world!



To tear the whole world apart!

Of course!

This number can indeed tear the world to shreds!

“573,837 gods!”

When this number came out, the whole world fell silent.

The whole world is dead silent! ! !

No one would have thought of this number!

The prediction was up to 200,000, and the result was nearly 600,000! ! !

No wonder such a large plain is so full that there is not even a single vacant lot.

No wonder he couldn’t see his head.

Even if you stand at the highest point, you can’t hold so many people in your field
of vision.

There are so many!

It’s so terrifying that it makes my scalp tingle!
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“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

…

When this number comes out, everyone will recite them one by one.
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This time, more people fainted directly on the spot, or even passed out.

Some just hang up on the spot.

Organs burst, or brain bursts kind of…

It looks okay on the surface, but it’s actually damaged inside.

Not only at the scene, but countless people around the world are fainting and
dying at the moment.
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This figure is like an invisible flying sword.

Circling around the world, killing one person after another!

Shocked!

Too shocking!

Even if the top officials of the Siberia Union knew this number, they couldn’t bear
it, and there were not a few people who fell.

The data shocked the whole world, and also shocked my own people.

In fact, when War Bear Kingdom broke out 100,000 gods, they already had more
than 300,000 gods.

Up to now, there are 500,000 gods in the War Bear Kingdom, an increase of
nearly 200,000.

However, major organizations hid the real data without telling it.

Therefore, more than 100,000 gods were reported at that time.

And the forces of the Siberian Alliance add up to 70,000 gods.

It also far exceeded expectations!

They usually hide it and do not report real data.

All shake out now.

The results terrified the senior management.

They estimated that it would be more than 300,000.
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The other forces in the Siberia Alliance can take out 10,000, which is the limit.

The results surprised and frightened them one by one.

Surprise and frighten your own people, and surprise and frighten other allies.

After hearing this data now, all the high-level executives almost fainted from
fright.

so horrible!

This data is so explosive!

The Siberian Union itself was frightened like this.

Not to mention others.

“hiss!”

The sound of gasping for breath was incessant.

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

…

The scene almost got out of control at one point!

too terrifying!

Not to mention anything else, the more than 70,000 gods of the Siberia Union
alone are swept away, right?

Not to mention all!

The representatives of the Olympic Empire are really going to blow up.

They are second!

They have thousands of gods.

But the one and a half million…

Is this the f*cking difference between first and second?

Is it just the difference between the first and the ten thousandth?



“puff!”

One of the representatives could not help but vomit blood.

You five hundred and seventy thousand gods!

How are you guys playing?

Play shit! ! !

Desperate!

Those who were present at the ceremony for a while were despairing!

If the Siberian Alliance were to target them, it was estimated that they would be
wiped out in a few minutes.

Don’t talk about resistance, you can’t even shout out a voice, that’s all.

This is already powerful to the level of the top ceiling!

You can’t imagine, what else can stop fifty-seven thousand gods?

One mouthful of saliva can drown you.

Not to mention hitting!

However, there is another point that these 570,000 gods have matching
equipment!

The overall combat power is quadrupled!

Counted as ordinary gods in everyone’s cognition.

Multiply the current number by four!

That is more than 2.29 million gods!

“hiss!”

Really going crazy! ! !

In fact, Levi Garrison is now facing more than two million gods!

What the hell! ! !

Terrible!



This is the most shocking thing so far!

After calculating the number, another group of people passed out.

There is no way to say it!

Simply unacceptable!

Who in the world can stop this battle?

When the real gods come, they have to kneel down!

Yet this is not the end.

Just listen to the Titan War God: “The data just announced is the data of our
ordinary gods! As we all know! We have carried out a plan for super gods! The
number of super gods is not counted!”

“what???”

Everyone’s heart is going to fly out of their throats.

And super gods?
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Yes!

This is their real trump card!

The super god plan they have succeeded!

And has reached the limit of the gods!

There is a gossip that the specific combat power of the strongest super gods
cannot even be measured by themselves.
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But it is definitely a level that destroys a country!

And this country is such an existence as the Olympic Empire!

just appalling…

Now the super god is finally here!
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They represent the ultimate combat power and limit!

The voice fell, and figures appeared behind the Hydra crowd.

That is super god!

I have to admire the strength of the arctic fox industry. They even developed
matching equipment for the super gods.

The combat power for the super gods has also been upgraded!

When the super god appeared, the audience was in an uproar.

They are the last barrier protecting Hydra.

It is also the strongest barrier!

A powerful breath swept in.

This made Levi Garrison excited.

Because in the back, he felt a few strong breaths.

This breath is stronger than Fire Cloud Evil God.

This is the real powerhouse.

In particular, there are three auras, which are especially terrifying!

There were 570,000 gods just now, and the number has obviously arrived.

But the depth of the strong is still not enough.

But for now, it seems enough!

Surprise!
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Levi Garrison showed a strange smile, which made the gods close at hand a little
puzzled.

At this time, he can still laugh?

Still so weirdly excited?

How big is his heart?

Don’t you know your situation?

Levi Garrison gave them an illusion – as if the stronger they were, the happier he
was.

Obviously, during this period of time, the expression changes on Levi Garrison’s
face were captured by them.

At first, Levi Garrison’s face was serious and cold, but after seeing so many of
them later, he slowly stretched out;

Then when I saw the matching equipment, there was a smile;

After the specific data was revealed, the smile grew stronger;

Now hearing the super god, the excitement of the whole person is beyond words.

Isn’t that so?

The stronger they are, the more excited Levi Garrison is.

Is this guy’s brain broken?

People naturally don’t think otherwise.

Because that’s not realistic!

On the review stage, the Titan God of War looked at everyone’s jaw-dropping
expressions, and he was completely satisfied.

This will be the most glorious moment of his life!

“Super gods can also tell you! We now have thousands of super gods! Among
them, there are not a few super gods who fight against a thousand!”

“Of course, there are still a few who have reached the limit of the gods! That is to
say, we can no longer strengthen them anyway! This is the top level! And their
combat power can no longer be observed with instruments! Unless actual
combat!”



“Of course, there are great requirements for the actual combat environment, and
there must be enough strong men! Although we have many gods, we will not kill
each other to test their combat power!”

A person watching the ceremony asked: “Then why don’t you use the beast to do
the test?”

Titan War God smiled: “Sorry! In order to test the actual combat ability of the
super god, all the beasts in all the forbidden areas of our War Bear Country have
been slaughtered!”

“hiss!”

The sound of gasping for breath came one after another.

Everyone can’t imagine that all the forbidden beasts have been killed?

horrible!

It’s terrifying to the extreme!

“There is no place to test the strongest ones now, hey! I have a headache! I want
to know their combat power, but there is no way…”

The Titan God of War shook his head helplessly.

Violent Versailles spoke a wave.

Others are about to faint.

…

After the Titan God of War introduced the super gods, the audience was full of
breathless voices.

Everyone is like falling into an ice cave.

War Bear Kingdom has reached its limit in the number and depth of gods.

There is no doubt that they are the strongest in the world today!

unstoppable!
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Titan War God glanced at Levi Garrison and said, “By the way, I suddenly
remembered something!”

“whats the matter?”

Everyone looked over.

“Are there still people who are curious about the secret of Levi Garrison’s
resources? Where does he have endless resources?”

As soon as the Titan God of War said this, everyone nodded frantically.

I don’t know if Levi Garrison’s resources are secret or the majority.

Everyone wants to know.

Titan War God glanced at Levi Garrison and said with a smile: “It’s actually very
simple! Because he is strong enough!”

“When it’s strong enough, you can ignore the beasts and unknown dangers in the
forbidden area! Doesn’t that mean that you can take away resources at will? Levi
Garrison’s resource secrets are like this!”
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“Does everyone even want to know that Levi Garrison should have told the
secret of the resources of the Tianqi Empire at that time, but the Tianqi Empire
did not take any action? And there are no gods in the Tianqi Empire!”

“This question is also simple! That is, Levi Garrison killed all the gods of the
Apocalypse Empire! It is estimated that he also told them the secret of resources,
but this method is not applicable to them!”

…

After listening to the explanation, everyone suddenly realized.
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The secret of the original resource is this!

No wonder it keeps coming!

Isn’t this just a matter of Levi Garrison finding a forbidden place?

And they also want to understand a question-why does Zhanxiong Kingdom have
no idea of   attacking Levi Garrison’s resources?

That’s because they already knew the secret of Levi Garrison’s resources halfway
through, and they obtained resources in the same way as Levi Garrison.

It’s even easier than Levi Garrison to obtain resources, so why bother with Levi
Garrison’s idea?

Of course, this also reflects that Levi Garrison is a bit strong.

Titan War God smiled: “I hope he can test the ultimate combat power of our gods!
It depends on how powerful he is!”

Everyone was in a playful posture, trying to play Levi Garrison between the palms
of their hands.

At this time, the people who were shocked wave after wave, set their eyes on the
protagonist today.

Yes!

Isn’t the protagonist of today Levi Garrison?

But just now everyone was unanimously attracted by the number of gods in the
War Bear Kingdom.

Levi Garrison was ignored.

But now, everyone realizes that the protagonist is Levi Garrison!

Everyone’s eyes and attention fell on Levi Garrison…

The shock continues!

Because Levi Garrison will have to face so many gods alone!

This is definitely the most absurd thing everyone has ever thought of!

How can one person fight 500,000 gods?

There are thousands of super gods among them!



They are all equipped!

How do you fight?

If you Levi Garrison can kill again, ten thousand gods can exhaust you to death,
right?

570,000!

Standing still, let you kill, can exhaust you to death.

Not to mention hitting!

Anyway, everyone can’t imagine how Levi Garrison can do it!

This is totally impossible!

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison, seeing his expression, and seeing his body
trembling? The whole person is afraid of nothing!

It’s just that Levi Garrison stood there with an indifferent face, even with a smile.

No panic at all!

Everyone was imagining that if they stood below, they would face 570,000 gods
alone.

Even if he wasn’t scared to death, he probably fainted from fright.

If it is stronger, it is estimated that at least he will be scared to wet his pants.

He even knelt down and begged for mercy…

But it’s not like Levi Garrison!

Levi Garrison was too calm.

This made the War Bear Kingdom come alive, and they all hoped that Levi
Garrison would be stronger.

Looking at the performance now, it’s not bad.

It doesn’t make any sense at all!

Levi Garrison can persist until now!

There will definitely be a fight next time…



“Levi Garrison! We will use all our strength to protect the Hydra! I want to see
how you kill it?”

The Titan God of War looked at Levi Garrison and laughed.
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The power of a country, and even the entire Siberian Union, will fully protect the
Hydra!

No one can move them one bit.

That’s the benefit of being their little brother!

Whoever dares to move them, we will kill whoever!

The six heads of Hydra provoked Levi Garrison again: “We are here! Come and kill
us! Come if you can, we are waiting for you here!”

Everyone in Hydra looks like a beating.

Get people on fire!

Those who had hatred against the Hydra were all going to explode with rage.

They may be even more angry than the provoked Levi Garrison!
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Doctor Dark clenched their fists tightly, and prayed in their hearts – they must
succeed! Must take revenge on the Hydra!

Looking at their arrogant appearance, they all want to go to themselves.

All hope is on Levi Garrison!

After all, Doctor Dark watched the Hydra poison Levilia with his own eyes, and he
also has an inexplicable hatred for Doctor Dark!
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Others are holding the attitude of watching the hot coax.

The bigger the heat, the better.

There are 570,000 gods in front, and thousands of super gods guarding the rear.

If Levi Garrison wanted to get rid of the Hydra, he had to step over everyone.

It’s really hard to get to the sky!

For everyone in the world, Levi Garrison is impossible to succeed!

This is absolutely impossible!

Even though Levi Garrison’s own people hope that he can do it, the fact is too
cruel – they are too strong, they are too strong to be in one latitude!

Levi Garrison’s hope of doing all this is zero!

The next battle is imminent.

It is estimated that after the Siberian Union has eliminated Levi Garrison, it will
march south and sweep everything.

Not sure who the first target is?

Everyone was thinking about what happened after Levi Garrison was solved.

But some people are looking forward to Levi Garrison.

Don’t know what to expect?

Looking forward to Levi Garrison’s surprise?

“Let’s all start enjoying!!!”

The Titan God of War shouted.

It’s like an order.

“Boom…”

“Hoohoho…”

At this time, 570,000 gods began to make noise.

The sound waves were like thunder from the ancient gods of thunder.



The earth also began to shake wildly.

The mountain where the reviewing stand was located was also rumbling.

Shake the earth!

Turn around!

The sun and the moon fade away!

This is the momentum of 570,000 gods together…

Terrible to the extreme!

This momentum alone can scare people to death!

Not to mention the combat power of 570,000 gods…

Absolutely destroy everything in the world!

It can truly be achieved that God blocks and kills God, and Buddha blocks and kills
Buddha.

But Levi Garrison looked at the god in front of him and said lightly: “Actually, you
are all poor people! You are all puppets controlled by the powerful!”

“I’ll give you a chance! Make way for me, and I won’t kill you!”

Levi Garrison gave them one last chance.

They are all poor people!

As long as he gives way, he will still let him live.

“Hahaha……”

Just hearing this, everyone laughed instead of anger.

joke!

This is definitely the biggest joke everyone has heard!

This is the case!

Levi Garrison was actually considering letting them go?

Who is in danger?



Not them!

It’s you!

As a result, you let us live?

Incredible!

Therefore, as soon as Levi Garrison said this, the audience exploded.

This group of gods didn’t listen at all, and they firmly didn’t think that Levi
Garrison had the ability to kill them and pass them.

Just take Levi Garrison as a joke.

“Okay, I gave it my chance!”

“are you ready?”

“I’m going to start killing!”

Levi Garrison’s eyes were full of radiance, and a cold light shot out.

The mood of the whole person also changed suddenly.

“Buzzing…”

The divine robbery suspended in front of him was also excited, and a burst of
sword sounds erupted.
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